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In Brief

1

INTRODUCTION

CONTENTION

The Modernist movement was able, through the industrial revolution,
to eliminate the role of façade as load bearing member, fetishizing
transparency. However, this new preeminence of visuality was not
applicable to the suburban home, with its predisposition toward the
creation and control of privacy. What separates the suburban condition
from the urban, in addition to the role of the single-family home as
purchasable symbol representing an ideal, is the front yard. Instead
of a simple A-B division across a singular surface, the yard creates
a “deep” façade, a series of layered spaces serving as filtration;
sidewalks, fences, plantings, yards, and porches all serving to enhance
our control of privacy.

Borrowing this model, we can establish new comfort with our public
body. Through the generation of an active communal spine, flowing
between neighborhoods varying in class, race, and density, we can
break down the isolation that is facilitated by both technological
advancements like the car and the de-facto segregation of exclusionary
zoning, building a community that is predicated on exchange with
one another, built through a sharing of visual knowledge, and staged
through spatial layering. These individuals will interact with one
another more opportunistically and their paths will cross more
frequently and more freely, changing their perceptions of publicity to
build an unrestricted constituency which is socially accessible by all.

What is afforded to the residents of the suburban community through
this intermediary space is a system of participatory surveillance. As
much as the front kitchen and the picture window allowed views out
into the neighborhood, so too did they invite views in. The free exchange
of visual knowledge contributed to residents’ familiarity of each other,
effectively negotiating privacy and community.

Historically, the suburbs were a place for whites to flea to. Today, those
whites are turning around and what they leave behind is an emerging
landscape of minorities. By accepting the differences that have served
to spatially separate these groups and instead choosing to occupy the
tense middle zone between the two, the project aims to be a strategy
for demonstrating the complexity and variation that already exists in
the suburbs, rescuing them from cliche conceptions of homogeneity,
enabling a revitalization of the suburban image and the prevention of
potential slumburbia in the wake of the foreclosure crisis.

Interestingly, many of the logics embedded within the suburban deep
façade also exist in the way we moderate our participation in the
digital realm. By playing with the boundaries of conceal and reveal we
choose not only how much of ourselves we want to present, but what.
And yet, even though we are comfortable publicizing ourselves in the
digital, our publicity in the built environment lags behind, remaining
unquestioned and without update.
By taking the mechanism of the deep façade, and its establishment
of participatory surveillance, and transplanting that into a complex
sequencing of typical suburban programs, dealing directly with a
relationship between a public and private, we generate a meeting
space which is founded upon more hedonistic and enjoyable play,
fostering heightened interaction amongst residents.

SITE
Legislature has recently been passed by the Obama administration
requiring Westchester County to address the issue of economic
segregation which exists through unchanged zoning codes of many
towns, restricting low income development to select communities.
Within Westchester, the Town of Ossining is relevant because of the
stark contrast that exists between its two constituent villages which
have vastly different demographics and per capita incomes. The site,
a section of the Old Croton Aqueduct State Historic Park traverses
through Ossining, establishing a spatial boundary condition between
the two villages. It’s north/south axis transports the individual from
white, upper-middle class single families to a dense, multi-lingual,
multi-family landscape in a matter of minutes.
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Terminology

2

ANTI-EGALITARIANISM
Suburbs, for an extended period of time, were planned through local
zoning measures that imposed requirements thereby excluding various
development types. Termed “exclusionary zoning,” before the 1960s,
these laws were meant to maintain or improve living conditions,
community, and open space. As the suburbs continued to expand
during the mid-century, cases of economic and racial segregation
made possible by exclusionary zoning began to present. Still today,
many communities have zoning codes not only separating housing from
industry but low-density housing from medium density housing, which
is separated from high density housing.

BEHAVIORAL DIVERSITY
“Diversity in the environment can be described as settings subject to
multiple interpretation in which consequently a varied yet compatible
range of observable behaviors occur. Research suggests that spatial
boundaries with more environmental objects or increased complexity
and ambiguity stimulate investigatory behavior.”1

DEEP FACADE
A series of spatial layers which serve to create filtrations and
mediations in sight, sound, and physical permeability. Rather than
an A-B relationship across a thin planar surface, the thickened
understanding of facade allows for the creation of a series of zones,
sequentially organized as one progresses from inside to outside or vice
versa. The idea of a thickened space allows for intermediary conditions
whereby one is not simply inside or out, and the distinction between
public and private realm becomes blurred, thereby creating enhanced
opportunities and comforts toward engagement.

DIGITAL PUBLICITY
With the advent of internet communities, our interaction within the
public realm of digital space is recognizably different from the ways
we deal with publicity and privacy in the built environment. Online we
are able to make choices between what we conceal and reveal, freely
1 Henry Sanoff, “Mapping Children’s Behavior in a Residential Setting,” Journal of Architectural Education (19471974) Autumn, 1971: 103.

manipulating our digitized public persona. There is a certain fascination
and enjoyment embedded with the game of what we show and what is
shown to us. We like having the ability to gaze upon our peers while
readily accepting the idea that people can also browse into us. We
show more of ourselves through social media in hopes of eliciting
response from people, essentially from having more people look into
our persona. The clearly established trade off through participation
facilitates a more active public realm than exists in the built
environment. It should be noted that facelessness is also a significant
contributor to the establishment of comfort in the digital realm.

FOLKLORE
The suburb doesn’t exist quite as the polar opposite to the city, as has
been suggested. Take away the extra space, take “sprawl,” and you
have something that is not dissimilar to a neighborhood within the city.
Yes, the car criminally steals away precious moments of happenstance
interaction in the public realm, but so too do your iPod, Blackberry, and
a general disconnect with the surrounding environment.
Presently, the population of cities continue to expand. Millions are
eager to move back into urban environments. However, this should
not suggest a death of the suburbs as viable landscape. Rather, in the
wake of the housing crisis, the suburbs may be revitalized through a
demographic shift. Regardless of who lives there, people will continue
to move to the suburbs, and not purely for economic reasons as
housing prices sit at historic lows. “The main reason for the growth of
the suburbs is that Americans like suburbs. They like houses. They like
lawns.”2
Notably, suburbanites are significantly more satisfied with their
communities than are residents of cities, small towns or rural areas,
according to a Pew Research Center Social & Demographic Trends
survey that explores what Americans like and don’t like about the
places where they live. “Overall, 42% of suburban residents give their
2 Nicholas Lemann, “The Suburbs Have Won,” Slate, 7 Feb. 1997, 8 October 2011 < http://www.slate.com/articles/
briefing/articles/1997/02/the_suburbs_have_won.html
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community high marks on the combined scale generated in the study,
compared with just 34% of city residents, 29% of rural residents and
25% of small town residents.”3

PANORAMIC SURVEILLANCE
In the development of post-war suburbia, there were a myriad of
strategies by which middle class Americans could enhance privacy.
Prying eyes could be kept out via the distribution of rooms, street
setbacks, building orientation, and the use of trees, shrubs and fences.
Interestingly, in the search for privacy, interaction between residents
was also enhanced though “panoramic surveillance,” an openness
which contributed to residents’ knowledge of each other. Unlike
panoptic modes of surveillance where view exists from a single
vantage point, panoramic surveillance enlists multiple persons who
move throughout the landscape, establishing views from multiple
positions. For example, picture windows and front kitchens provided
vantage points from which residents could ascertain the happenings of
the development whilst simultaneously inviting the gazes of onlookers.
Residents of many suburbs accepted and came to rely upon this free
exchange of visual knowledge as contributing to the negotiation of
privacy and community. In Better Homes and Gardens in 1950, it is
noted that “the majority of new houses had picture windows, 75 percent
of which faced onto the street.”4
Drawing attention to ways that design and panoramic surveillance
helped residents commune with one another helps diminish prevailing
ideas about desolation, isolation, and the primacy of privacy suburban
landscapes. While developers attempted to establish privacy, those
elements which enabled surveillance served to facilitate the building
of a greater sense of community.

and the ability to conduct their home life as they saw fit. In an essay
in a 1950 issue of House Beautiful, it states “If you can’t walk out
in negligee, to pick a flower before breakfast without being seen
from the street or by the neighbors, you have not fully developed the
possibilities of good living.”5 And while the importance of privacy still
exists, a shift has occurred. If we look simply at socially accepted ways
of presenting ourselves, we see that young individuals today attend
classes in their pajamas, wear smaller and tighter clothing, and share
a plethora of personal information through the public realm of the
internet. This is not to say we have eliminated our desire for privacy,
but perhaps to argue instead that we engage with surveillance in a
playful way whereby our expanded social ability to reveal affords new
opportunities in the understanding of public and private spatial realms

PICTURESQUE
Naming conventions of suburbs, ranging from “Park” to “Forest,” from
“Spruce” to “Maple,” serve to invoke natural imagery. Our suburbs are
envisioned by planners and potential buyers alike as romantic, serene,
distant but not withdrawn. They are bucolic postcards bought into like
any commodity of consumer culture. Yet the symbol doesn’t parallel to
spatial reality. While there is certainly no shortage of fences, columns,
lamps, or curving streets, uniformity is largely surficial.

POP CULTURE
The suburbs dominate popular culture. For decades, they have served
as the default setting for movies, television shows, and literature. In
American fiction, TV and film, suburbia has long stood as shorthand
for repression and alienation. Unhappiness and infidelity are suburban
staples. Ernest Hemingway famously called the Chicago suburb of Oak
Park, where he grew up, a place of “wide lawns and narrow minds.” 6

Residents of 1950s postwar suburbs were concerned with privacy

Innumerable films have dealt, at least partially, with the identity
of the suburbs, portraying a similar bleak image of façades versus

3 Richard Morin, “Suburbs Not Most Popular, But Suburbanites Most Content,” Pew Research Center, 26 Feb. 2009, 23
Oct. 2011 < http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1134/content-in-american-suburbs>.
4 Anna Vemer Andrzejewski, “Building Privacy and Community: Surveillance in a Postwar American Suburban Development in Madison, Wisconsin,” Landscape Journal 2009: 49.

5 Andrzejewski, 49.
6 Neda Ulaby, “Popular Culture’s Evolving View of the Suburbs,” NPR, 07 Oct. 2006, 23 Oct. 2011 <http://www.npr.org/
templates/story/story.php?storyId=6215779>.
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reality. In the 1986 film Blue Velvet, at the end of the first scene, the
camera zooms in on a well-kept suburban lawn until it unearths a
swarming nest of bugs, a metaphor for the seedy underworld under the
surface of suburban paradise. A subsequent portrayal of the hollow
existence of the American suburbs is seen in 1999s American Beauty.
The recurring rose serves to represent a façade for suburban success,
a mask covering a bleak, unbeautiful reality, a veil in front of a banal,
numbingly materialist existence.

POPULARITY

John Updike, an American novelist whose subject was the small
Protestant middle class town in America writes about the downfall of
religion as it parallels the rise of cinema. His stories suggest how “the
death of a credible religious belief has been offset by sex and adultery
and movies and sports and Toyotas and family obligation;”7 The attempt
to fill the absence of faith with materialist products of consumer
culture.

PROPRIETY

“To withdraw like a hermit and live like a prince – this was the purpose
of the original creators of the suburb. This utopia proved to be, up to a
point, a realizable one: so enchanting that those who contrived it failed
to see the fatal penalty attached to it – the penalty of popularity, the
fatal inundation of a mass movement whose very numbers would wipe
out the goods each individual sought for his own domestic circle”9
– Lewis Mumford

“Little Boxes,” written by Malvina Reynolds in 1962, is a political satire
about the development of suburbia and associated conformist middleclass attitudes. It refers to suburban tract housing as “little boxes”
of different colors “all made out of ticky-tacky”, and which “all look
just the same.” After hearing the song, a professor at the University
of Miami said: “I’ve been lecturing my classes about middleclass
conformity for a whole semester. Here’s a song that says it all in 1½
minutes.”8

SECRECY & SYMBOL

Popular culture has continually embraced the stereotype of suburbs
as sterile conformist places, even as increasingly racially diverse
populations of Americans have migrated in. This depiction has become
terribly hackneyed. Yes, there are nightmares that lurk beneath the
surface of sunshine and the optimism of suburbia, but those nightmares
are similarly veiled by the bustling of metropolitan life. Perhaps we
should argue that these are not suburban, but American stories.
7 Adam Gopnik, “Postscript: John Updike,” The New Yorker, 09 Feb. 2009, 24 Oct. 2011 <http://www.newyorker.com/
talk/2009/02/09/090209ta_talk_gopnik>.
8 “Folk Singing: Tacky into the Wind,” Time, 28 Feb. 1964, 22 Oct. 2011 <http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,873851,00.html>.

The suburban lifestyle, and its conjured image of white picket fences,
inextricably cultivates an imaginary necessity to maintain decorum,
modesty, and decency. With ideals of ownership and privacy that
have promulgated suburban ideology, standards of appearance and
conduct have also emerged. This begins to disseminate beyond the
way ones home appears, establishing communitarian tyranny wherein
participation in neighborhood organizations, seeking the betterment of
the community, is not an opportunity, but an expectation.

When discussing the suburbs, as with any contested ideal, intriguing
and pertinent questions arise. Has the suburban home been relegated
to symbol, a mere façade behind which there is an incredible amount
of individuality? If we move behind the veil, the innards are a bit more
intriguing. Hence, we can ask what happens behind closed doors?
Dinner, board-games, and kinship; argument, abuse, adultery; the nice
image of family movie night and the more dark setting for silent crime
and isolation.
So then, are suburbs just amoral places where people tend to ignore
each other? Desperate Housewives would certainly attest to the former.
But if we stay on the women of Wisteria Lane for a minute, they also
love to gossip, much of which is facilitated by the suburban sidewalk.
If we return to reality, how much time is actually spent inhabiting these
9 E. Kimbark MacColl, The Growth of a City: Power and Politics in Portland, Oregon, 1915-1950, (Portland: The Georgian
Press, 1979).
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outdoor public spaces in the suburbs? Do green spaces contribute
anything beyond bucolic signage? It is also important to recognize
that many residents spend more time outside their suburb, for work or
leisure, than inside it.

through. While this conception may still be the case for some families
today, another reality runs parallel. Suburbs now contain more nonfamily households—largely young singles and elderly people living
alone—than married couples with children. “In 2000, 29 percent of
all suburban households were non-families, while 27 percent were
married couples with children.”11

SUBURB
Selective filtering or reductive urbanism that is common to all types
of planned and not-so-planned communities, whether they are historic
company towns, post-war developments, or current commuter suburbs.

TRANSITORY
With the proliferation of consumer culture and technological advance,
the suburbs went through a transition from their original founding in
affordability and openness established through the Federal Housing
Act and Veterans’ Administration to a focus on ownership and privacy.
The consequence of technology on civic participation can be seen in
the disappearance of front porch and sidewalk social interaction.
Sociability can be tied to bad ventilation in homes, but with the
introduction of the air conditioner, there became no space lonelier on a
hot summer day than the suburban front yard. This was only bolstered
by the radio, television, and eventually the car. As products continued
to fill our homes and our driveways, prestige was now measured
through material property, an attempt to keep up with the Joneses.

SUBURBAN TYPOLOGIES

Industrial Age Company Towns [Ex. Lowell,
Massachusetts, 1822]
The industrial age company town evolved not so much to create a
complete sense of community, but to provide a dependable work
force for an entrepreneurial venture. The town is more often an
agglomeration of buildings that are sited to maximize production
efficiencies, rather than an effort to create a sense of community.
Residents were, foremost, employees, dependent upon the company for
their homes, and their community life and consumer needs.
Railroad and Streetcar Suburbs [Ex. Lake Forest,
Illinois, 1857]
Brought the affluent land-and-business owners out from the city to the
train the stations or streetcar stops nearest their estates or homes.
Relatively convenient access to the city was necessary to sustain the
household. One would either walk from the station or connect with a
carriage to get to the residence. A village-like commercial center often
formed at the rail stop.

Thus, the automobile suburb “ ... cannot be considered a break in
long-standing trends, but rather the later, perhaps more dynamic,
evolutionary stages of a transformation which was based on a
pyramiding of small scale innovations and underlying social desires”10
Henceforth, the rapid acceleration of technological advancement along
the lines of Moore’s Law has inundated our lives with innumerable
gadgets, distracting us from serendipitous social interaction.
One of the greatest draws to the suburbs was the ability to provide
children with free space to grow and safe streets to ride bicycles

Pre-War Suburbs [Ex. Forest Hills Gardens, New
York, 1909]
Brought commuters to and from the city on a daily basis. Interurban
train or streetcar stations and connecting transport still defined
the community. This era was the advent of widening ownership of
automobiles, which became so pervasive as to adapt the road and lot
system to accommodate the car.

10 George Sternlieb and James W. Hughes, Post-industrial America: Metropolitan Decline & Inter-Regional Job Shifts,
(New Bushwick: Center for Urban and Policy Research, Rutgers University: 1975) 12.

11 William Frey and Alan Berube, “City Families and Suburban Singles: An Emerging Household Story from Census
2002,” The Brookings Institution, Feb. 2002: 1.
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Post-War Automobile Suburbs [Ex. Levittown, New
York, 1947]
The private automobile was used almost exclusively to commute daily
to the city. The streetcar lines were removed and the street systems
were designed to accommodate the car. The national highway system
opened up previously inaccessible tracts of land to be transformed for
the construction of endless subdivisions.
Commuter/Bedroom Suburbs [Ex. Sleepy Hollow, New
York, Post-1996]
A primarily residential community from which most of the workforce
commutes out to earn their living. Commuter suburbs are generally
positioned nearby a metropolis that workers travel to daily. Because
residents sleep in these neighborhoods but normally work elsewhere,
the communities have little commercial or industrial activity beyond a
small amount of retail, oriented toward serving the residents.

SUBURBAN THEORIES
Lewis Mumford said, “In a hundred futile ways people seek an
individual solution to their social problems and so ultimately create
a second social problem.”12 It is this underlying rejection of existing
urban conditions that has led to landscapes pockmarked by man’s
attempts to escape from himself.
12 Lewis Mumford, The City in History (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961) 469.

The Garden City
The Garden City Movement is a method of urban planning that was
initiated in 1898 by Sir Ebenezer Howard in the United Kingdom.
Garden cities were intended to be planned, self-regulated communities
surrounded by greenbelts, containing proportionate areas of
residences, industry and agriculture. The garden city would be selfsufficient and when it reached full population, another garden city
would be developed nearby, linked by road and rail. One of the main
precepts of this theory was the principle of the citizen as stockholder
in the municipality. As a reaction to the inhumane conditions of the
industrialized metropolis, Howard synthesized various theories of
urban and social planning in an effort to achieve balance in the
formation and maintenance of urban and social structures.

Utopian Theories
Utopian theories have helped shape our concept of the ideal urban
framework from which man could achieve the most efficient industry
or attain social equity. For Arturo Soria y Mata, the idyllic city of the
future was the Linear Garden City. Ebenezer Howard’s concept of the
future was embodied in the philosophy of Garden Cities of Tomorrow.
Le Corbusier expressed some of his utopian ideals in the Ville Radieuse
and in Ville Contemporaine. Broadacre City was utopia in the mind
of Frank Lloyd Wright. The common denominator was that they were
visions that attempted to abandon, ignore or completely redesign our
-13-

cities. They are the theories that have amalgamated with our suburban
mythology to profoundly shape our modern suburbs and metropolises.
Suburban (Re)Vitalization
Suburban revitalization presents the prevalent position that in our
perpetual quest for a better lifestyle, we do not have the luxury of
simply abandoning what we have produced and moving outward and
onward. As suburban sustainability problems mount, we cannot naïvely
look again to the horizon. We must face our built environment and
its problems and realize we possess a vast existing, underutilized
urban and suburban infrastructure from which to reshape our existing
environment, our sense of urbanism and our society. Some form of
smaller scale urbanity, in proximity to nature, is inherently desirable,
and to hope for green cities with contained, distinct and walkable
suburbs is realistic.
New Urbanism
New Urbanism is an urban design movement which arose in the United
States in the early 1980s; promoting walkable neighborhoods designed
with context-appropriate architecture and planning, containing a range
of housing and job types in order to reduce traffic congestion, increase
the supply of affordable housing, and rein in suburban sprawl. It is
strongly influenced by urban design standards that were prominent
until the rise of the automobile in the mid-20th century. It is also
closely related to regionalism, environmentalism and smart growth.
New Urbanism contends that “cities and towns should be shaped
by physically defined and universally accessible public spaces and
community institutions; urban places should be framed by architecture
and landscape design that celebrate local history, climate, ecology,
and building practice.”13

13 “Charter of the New Urbanism,” Congress for the New Urbanism, 2001, 21 Oct. 2011 <http://www.cnu.org/charter>.
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Suburban
residents don’t
need architects
to help them
1
express culture
1

1 Dianne Harris, Second Suburb: Levittown Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2010) 338.

Discussion

3

Generating
Familiarity
The Modernist movement was able, through the advancements of the
industrial revolution, to eliminate the role of façade as load bearing
member. In exchange, we were given vast walls of glass slipping
weightlessly in front of floating floor plates. Seamlessness, and the
resultant continuous glass façade, was next to Godliness, fetishizing
the role of transparency in façade. Office buildings, factories, and
commercial institutions began to explore and apply this new ability for
building form to have no explicit expression, but rather to project their
private functions forward through a visual presence of the interior,
essentially transforming private objects into public forms. This served
to promote transparency as a platform for the presentation of a variety
of private ideals which become questioned by virtue of their being
projected into the public realm.
However, this new preeminence of visuality was not applicable to all
models of building. Chief amongst its rejectors was the suburban home,
with its provision of privacy. Thus, there is a separation that exists
if we are to compare, for example, Gropius’ Bauhaus at Dessau and
the Levitt Brother’s first homes. The former is a product of industrial
revolution potentials whilst the latter is generated by efficient
construction techniques realized during World War II. And while the
suburbs would eventually be marketed as the ideal landscape to
raise your children, build a family, and engage with the community,
the initial construct was not grounded principally in a socio-cultural
desire. The economization of construction was subsequently influenced
by the death of ornament in Modern architecture as called for by Adolf
Loos. In noting the elements of the suburban façade what we wind
up with is brick, vinyl, or wood cladding, windows, and fix-mounted
exterior lighting. Occasional pediments and columns serve to identify
-17-

entry. As a result of the relatively few embellishments on the frontal
surface of our homes, the house façade is able focus on the creation
of wall and opening, thereby taking on a conversation of view at least
vaguely tied back to the modern interest in transparency. In this
understanding, visibility and privacy as required by the programmatic
distribution of the home was transposed onto the façade. Front facing
living rooms and kitchens were provided with large picture windows
whereas bedrooms were typically placed on a second story with
smaller apertures, thereby limiting their visual transparency. And
while the suburban façade also serves as symbol, as a representation
of an idealized image that the middle class family could buy into, its
primary functional role was the control of privacy. The significance
of the provision of privacy is evident when one looks at Post-WWII
publications such as House Beautiful which diagram ways for suburban
dwellers to create privacy from “nosy neighbors.” And while the
necessitation of privacy in the home was certainly not a phenomenon
unique to the suburb, the organizational strategies and density
considerations of the built spatial landscape were.

buildings, in suburbia, the standard building block is the single-family
detached home surrounded by greenery. Subsequently, what separates
the suburban model of housing from the urban is, in its most simple
form, the front yard – a membrane facilitating the subversion of the
traditional understanding of façade as a single, thin plane. Instead of
a simple A-B or inside-outside division across a singular surface, the
inclusion of the front yard creates the “deep” façade, a series of layered
spaces serving as visual, auditory, and physical filtration membranes.
Sidewalks, fences, plantings, yards, and porches all serve to establish
a series of filtrations separating public and private realms, effectively
enhancing our control of privacy through spatial layering. If we look
briefly, for example, at the plantings provided, we might notice how
variation in type and height serve to enable or prohibit certain views.
Tall trees may block views into second-story rooms whilst permitting
view into the front yard while lower trees and shrubs often serve to
permit only a partial view into the front yard, enabling the passerby to
perceive its occupancy while simultaneously veiling the yard-user from
complete visual contact.

Whereas urban cities are constituted by densely spaced, multi-story

On the contrary, in the metropolitan setting, we are participants in

BACK YARD
TREES

BEDROOMS
SCREENED IN
PORCH

PORCH
KITCHEN

FRONT YARD

SHRUBBERY
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SIDEWALK
FENCE

STREET

Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window, seeing each other across a spatial
void, floating ten stories up in our personal boxes. And if we are so
inclined as to invite a member of the public into our private space,
there is no intermediary zone, no space for a trial period – the building
façade abuts the sidewalk at ground level and simply air on stories
above. This detracts from the production of an environment of locally
known individuals who, in the suburban landscape, are instilled
with an ability to generate comfort, familiarity, and thereby greater
social interaction with one another through a complex sharing and
coordination of visual knowledge. Furthermore, the visuality and ability
to glimpse into and out of residences promotes a feeling of security
which furthers the likelihood of social interaction amongst residents
of the neighborhood. In the suburban model, not only can a newcomer
comfortably enter into the driveway or the yard, but so too (as a
result of the limited number of stories) can the habitants of the home
easily occupy this buffer zone, publicizing their activities whilst still
remaining within the confines of their economically (but not visually)
private property.

What is afforded to the residents of the suburban community and their
participation with this intermediary space within the deep façade
is a system of panoramic or participatory surveillance. Contrary to

panoptic surveillance, this system enlists multiple persons who move
throughout the landscape establishing views from multiple positions.
As much as the front kitchen and the picture window allowed views
out into the neighborhood, so too did they invite views in. The idea
of participatory surveillance was instrumental in bolstering ones
sense of security, and therefore willingness to participate within
the development. Openness and awareness, a sort of free exchange
of visual knowledge, contributed to residents’ familiarity of each
other, effectively negotiating privacy and community. Again, this is
a construct that is predicated on the limited height residential unit
with front yard. The residential high-rise does not function in the same
manner. The ability for the passer-by to survey is diminished by the
necessity to pan vertically, observing a potpourri of bodies playing
Hollywood Squares. The density of window within a single building
vastly exceeds that of the suburban home, limiting the amount of time
one can spend scanning whilst walking by. Similarly, the regularity and
repetition of the window affords no indication of where to direct one’s
gaze. The inability to discern primary vectors of vision is furthered by
the inconsistency in number of apertures as urban buildings within a
single block might vary greatly in both height and width. At a certain
point, verticality effectively eliminates any ability to see into a
residence beyond whom or what may be present directly at the glazed
surface, exacerbating the problematic reality of the urban residential
façade always looking outward and never inward. In contrast, within
the suburban home, we have a relatively consistent number of openings
and we are familiar with their distribution. Additionally, we can
reasonably discern which programmatic functions correlate to each
aperture, contributing to our knowledge of where we have the greatest
potential to gain visual access; the picture window.
This understanding of comfort through interplay of visual knowledge
and potential for openness has continued to be instrumental in the
design of the suburban home and concurrently in the aspirations of
communal familiarity. However, this is not only a suburban nor only
a physical construct. If we look at our lives today, many of the logics
embedded within the deep façade of the single family house also exist
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in the way we moderate our image and participation in the digital
realm. If we take the example of Facebook, we are able to look upon
a multiplicity of individuals, but in return for this participation they
too are able to gaze at us. And for every cry that Facebook is stealing
away our privacy, there are thousands of willing participants, enjoying
“hedonistic” surveillance – playing with the boundaries of what is
acceptable for public display. Here, we participate more publicly not
only as a result of disconnect with facial identification (which is an
important distinction to take note of), but also through the presentation
of choices which enable a play between conceal and reveal. We can
choose not only how much of ourselves we want to present, but also
what. Different websites, privacy settings, and participation levels
establish a series of layers and filters enabling non-singular readings
within which the basic passerby might only get a reductive image but
the more inquisitive public explorer might comfortably peer beyond the
first layer of information and into a secondary zone (akin the move from
sidewalk to driveway or front-yard). This relates back to the suburban
façade’s provision of the ability to control openness. In essence,
the façade is merely a mechanism, much like the computer screen,
enabling the individual to choose how much he or she wants to present
to the public.

?

And yet, even though we are increasingly more comfortable with
publicizing ourselves through the digital realm, our comfort with
publicity in the built environment still lags behind. Unfortunately,
notions of publicity and surveillance in the physical realm are still

stuck in the 1950s because we have failed to provocatively activate
the logics embedded in the deep façade of the suburban home. Our
digital comfort with surveillance and publicity needs to transcend
environments, moving away from the window of the computer monitor
and back to the window of the façade. As we metaphorically dress with
less and less clothing on our digital bodies, influenced by a continual
evolution in the perception of what is “socially acceptable” we become
more comfortable with the presentation our public selves. Resultantly,
a need arises to subvert our antiquated understanding of divisions
between public and private in the built realm not as simply inside or
out, but as a constant play of mediation by spatial depth and choice.
It should be said that there is nothing overtly wrong with the way
we conduct publicity and privacy in the physical world today. Most
people are comfortable with the level of privacy that they are afforded.
However, this does not mean we should simply maintain the status
quo. It is not being argued that this digital publicity brought into the
built environment will fundamentally change society for the better.
However, it does serve as a compelling lens through which we may
question current spatial divisions and enrich the argument that the
architectural façade can evolve to materialize the digitally emerging
idea of hedonistic surveillance. This mode of positioning surveillance
as something enjoyed by its constituents functions to dissolve the
disposition toward a primacy for privacy, enigmatically facilitating a
more opportunistic density in interaction amongst sub-communities.
The idea of hedonistic surveillance ask the individual to better utilize
systems for mediation of publicity in the built environment in order to
generate more behavioral diversity in the stagnant public realm of the
suburban residential zone. Architecture has a role to suggest change
and reject that which has become homeostatic and the understanding
of our activity within digital is simply another way we are able to
support the reinvention of suburban collective space in order to strip
away suburban clichés through an invigoration of cross-cultural
appreciation.
People are leaving the suburbs. It is common knowledge that over half
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of our world population now live in cities. The suburban landscape,
once touted as the symbolic hallmark of both kinship and individuality,
as the ideal setting to raise your children with strong schools and safe
environments, is in severe regression. Through founding principles of
de facto economic and racial segregation and decades of depiction in
popular culture by the likes of John Updike and David Lynch, we now
perceive suburbs to be places of beautified front lawns behind which
lurks a reality of propriety, adultery, and concerns of status. And while
these traits may be grounded in reality, they are generalizations draped
over a landscape which unfortunately serves, at least partially, to
facilitate them.
In seeking a mode through which we might ameliorate this image
of trite decorum, it serves us well to understand how spaces and
concepts have come to be marginalized. As a result of the car, and
other technological advancements such as air conditioning, we have
limited our opportunities for happenstance interaction. Thereby, each
neighborhood may interact with one another, but more dispersed
encounters are rarer. As a result, the question arises of how we can
stitch together disparate areas of the suburbs, those segregated
through the historic presence of exclusionary zoning. Compounding this
problem is the suburban façade which has been understood solely as
surface and icon and therefore creating repetition without innovation,
serving no role creating discourse about difference or in changing
the problem of suburban isolation. As we re-understand the façade
as deep spatial layering rather than surface it becomes a mediator
through surveillance, something highly functional and deeply ingrained
within the suburban logic. However, the idea of façade generating
participatory surveillance functions at the enclave neighborhood
scale, but not at the larger village scale. If we take the idea of spatial
layering, stretch its logic along a long spine which straddles different
economic and social residential zones within the suburb, this may
facilitate a new comfort and ability to interact amongst stratified
groups. However, we must somehow activate this spine; we must get
people to actually utilize it.

Importantly, rather than create a conventional downtown, which
functions as a large, singular node, the choice more specifically of
linearized series of “pearls on a necklace” affords us more opportunity
to engage privacy, publicity, and sequence. By stretching these different
programs along a spine, people are encouraged to traverse through the
community in order to arrive at their desired destination, which may be
preceded by dips into other programs and greenspaces. Furthermore,
the choice to use a multiplicity of sequences programs becomes
relevant because the site is not age, gender, nor ethno-specific;
it attempts to transcend stratification and offer itself as a more
egalitarian public space. It is, therefore, an opportunity to translate
our changing perceptions of public while simultaneously allowing us
to participate in the game of conceal and reveal we all play daily in
our digital lives. The resultant creation of a new artery stimulates its
constituents and reinvigorates the relevance of suburban collective
space.
By taking the mechanism of the suburban deep façade, and its
establishment of participatory surveillance, we can establish a new
space for meeting which is fundamentally generated by a level of
choice between conceal and reveal, interaction and avoidance. A new
comfort with our public body will thereby bring our physical world up
to date with changing perceptions and comforts of publicity that have
emerged in the digital realm, rescuing these people from their cave
that is the suburban image. This promotes the elimination of sociocultural boundaries, creating a space for contemplation, evolution,
and enjoyment for all members. By subverting apprehensions fostered
by socio-cultural and socio-economic segregation and stratification,
we revitalize the suburban landscape. As a meeting place passing
within sight of our back yards it serves, through a play of see/seen,
inward/outward, conceal/reveal, and thereby hedonistic surveillance,
to subvert the over-privatization promoted by the traditional reading
of the Post-WWII suburban façade, a homeostatic half-century old
cliché preventing inter-cultural growth. This urban spine transforms
the relationship between the home and community, dematerializing
both symbolic and literal walls of separation, instilling the community
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with a new-found interest and accessibility toward one another. It
is a facility where we can no longer hide behind false façades, being
prejudged based on socio-economic class. We become bodies, playing a
game of surveillance and presentation, perhaps meeting someone new
along the way.

Inhabiting the
Boundary

I would contend that this sequence of programs, this insertion of
strategic urbanity, thereby becomes an active communal spine,
flowing continually through neighborhoods varying in class, race, and
density, serving to break down the isolation that is facilitated by both
technological advancements like the car and the de-facto segregation
of exclusionary zoning, building a community that is predicated on
comfort with one another, built through a sharing of visual knowledge,
and staged through spatial layering controlling views. These
individuals will interact with one another more opportunistically, more
frequently, and more freely, ideally changing their interpretations of
publicity and privacy writ large to build an unrestrictive constituency
which is socially accessible by all.

The suburban home is largely symbolic, its surface serving as a
representation for having bought, literally and philosophically, into the
ideals of the American Dream. The planar facade, relegated to the role
of symbol, was therefore understood and presented through regular
materials, profiles, and adornments. A focus on surface combined with
economic efficiencies of repetition generated uninspired, homogenous
suburban development, which, aided by auto-centric development,
the introduction of the air conditioner, and the notion of propriety,
facilitated a lack of interaction at the community scale.

INWARD LOOKING

SEE

OUTWARD LOOKING

BE SEEN

During the post-World War II period, white flight from the cities
combined with restrictive suburban housing policies excluding
minorities created the image of an all-white landscape where each
family had their own private space to do as they pleased. Fortunately,
these patterns changed gradually as a consequence of Civil Liberties.
However, as a reaction, the suburbs began to utilize exclusionary
zoning in order to separate low-income non-Whites from middle-class
residents, establishing economically and culturally divided suburbs.
Today, there has been a reversal. Whites are moving back to cities, and
in the wake of the foreclosure crisis, low housing prices are rapidly
drawing minorities to the suburbs. This places us in a timely position to
break down suburban enclaves as enabled by zoning and redefine the
suburb as a place of social and cultural interaction.
Recognizing the transition taking place, the Obama administration
passed legislation requiring Westchester County to address economic
segregation which exists through zoning codes, intending for it to serve
as a message to other suburbs across the country that the isolation of
lower-income citizens should be contested.
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Like many other regions, Westchester County, and its image of old
money and upper-middle class White society, is experiencing a
demographic shift.
The Town of Ossining is a microcosm of this shift, yet positions itself in
a particularly precarious situation, containing two distinctly different
villages. The two suburban villages, Ossining and Briarcliff Manor, have
developed in distinctly different manners as evidenced and enabled
directly through their built environment. In innumerable ways their
non-parallelisms are visually present, be it a simple count of the
number of cul-de-sacs, the presence of straight vs. windy roads, the
depth of the front yard, the inclusion of the front porch, the existence
or lack of sidewalks, the positioning of the garage as a detached
or integrated element, and the influence of elevation change. By
establishing these base conditions, we can critique them in order to
subvert their traditional relationships. By occupying the boundary that
exists both conceptually and physically, we can construct a landscape
of cultural cross-pollination and exchange through an intelligent
pairing of programs and a utilization of smaller-scale inclusionary
logics. Identifying and inhabiting a site that short circuits traditional
movement patterns, we can constructively affect the way these two
villages interact.

The issue imbedded within this topic is the question of why a critique
and alteration of suburban socio-economic norms is worth positing. It
is too thin to say these conceptions and their subsequent architectural
manifestations are worthwhile merely because the demographics
of the suburbs are changing; making it is an opportune moment to
re-think what our image of the suburbs is. That fails to answer what
the critique aspires to achieve. It is further insufficient to simply say
that the project aims to make people more aware of the variation in
the conditions between the two villages, provoking them to think more
critically about their environment. The project is not only a critique
or a call to awareness, but it also has a responsibility to generate a
“solution” or a recognizable response/resultant.
In an attempt to establish, and subsequently solidify, an endpoint, I
would like to argue the de facto and even de jure segregation of space
will continue to exist and that this is not necessarily a problem. People
have grouped themselves for productive reasons on many accounts.
Similarly, the plethora of new proposals suggesting more urbanized
suburbs, spearheaded by the New Urbanists, in addition to an emerging
predisposition toward conceiving of our future towns as filled with an
integrated mix of housing typologies runs the risk of establishing a
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new homogeneity whereby everything and everyone is always mixed.
Preferences chance, cultures will always maintain different values,
and spatial desires will forever be in a state of flux. It is conceptually
unsustainable to promote the idea of urbanized, hyper-mixed suburbs,
as history will dictate that at some point in the future, these models
too will go out of vogue. The project, then, aims not to forcibly integrate
these two villages through an ineffectual transposition of housing
typologies, but rather to occupy the middle ground of the separated
communities. It is in this middle ground where a restlessness, tension,
and intrigue exist that can make people aware of these differences and
propel them to permeate through to the other side. If we can straddle
the fence, we can peer into our neighbor’s backyard, enabling us to see
if we like the shade of green grass that lay on the other side.
The constant shift of movement as provoked by difference – be it
daily commutes or demographics trends over the course of decades
– between urban and suburban is critical to the success of both
landscapes. This exchange should be better facilitated between
typically isolated communities in order to stabilize and revitalize the
crumbling suburban image. Through this ability to cross-pollinate
and recognize a counterpoint, running in tandem with an enhanced
publicity brought about by proximity and a utilization of the facade
delamination discussed earlier, we can position the suburb not as a
half-century old mistake but rather as being on the precipice of an
ever evolving architectural landscape. Folk singer Malvina Reynolds
is famous for writing, in regards to the suburbs, “they’re all made out
of ticky-tacky and they all look just the same.” That’s not really true;
both in terms of built form and corporeal occupation. The suburbs, their
economic and cultural clustering included, are O.K., so long as we can
effectively recognize the non-parallel conditions and somehow become
encouraged to more frequently cross between them.
In this sense, we can create a fracture in the picture window. Within
each and every closed community lies a sliver of opportunity, a
modest space that can undermine the community’s integrity, opening
it to the larger world to which it is connected. It is a glitch in the

system: something goes wrong and suddenly the promise of the idyllic
community is compromised.
In City Life and Difference, Iris Marion Young describes cities as
“heterogeneous, plural, and playful, a place where people witness
and appreciate diverse cultural expressions that they do not share
and do not fully understand.” This is the ideal we seek to unearth and
enable within the compromised suburban landscape. Described by
Kees Christiaanse this landscape of mixture is “an arena in which
diverse social and ethnic groups can coexist, interact, and generate
complex relationships and networks.” Unfortunately, that ideal is
often contrasted with the reality of the built environment (urban
centers excluded) in America, where a national preference for purified
communities is incessantly claimed to have produced relentless
landscapes of homogeneous, walled, privatopias in which meaningful
encounters between diverse social and ethnic groups are few and far
between. Because so many Americans are so afraid of uncertainty and
conflict and have bought into propagandic propriety, it is commonly
argued that the suburban American environment is entirely devoid of
these spaces of heightened opportunistic interaction. This argument
was recently reinforced by Bill Bishop, who in the The Big Sort: Why the
Clustering of Like-Minded America is Tearing Us Apart warns that while
America is very diverse as a country, “the places where we live are
becoming increasingly crowded with people who live, think, and vote as
we do,” and that “our country has become so polarized, so ideologically
inbred, that people don’t know and can’t understand those who live
just a few miles away.” American urban policy in the twentieth century
dispersed and divided metropolitan citizens, and, as a result, reduced
the number of places where people encounter men and women different
from themselves.
Indeed it has been argued that the invisible fences that surround entire
municipal jurisdictions in the United States are as real and effective as
both the fortifications of Medieval Europe and the gated communities
of our own time. “Privatopias” and “Leisurevilles” – these segregating
spatial products have been scrutinized and criticized by observers of
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American urbanization, showing us that the exclusionary nature of the
suburban American built environment has been positioned precisely as
the enemy to many forms of open interaction.

have had a chance to see how diversity, encounter, and interaction are
present in the existing suburban landscape, we can take cues from
their logics to help open the suburbs in new and exciting ways.

But this position is dependent upon a very selective reading. A
closer look reveals that the networks of interaction are alive and
well throughout America’s metropolitan areas. Indeed, arenas where
diverse groups can generate complex relationships are on display in
the denser, more mixed-used public spaces of our cities, but these
spaces are not only found in our urban centers. While it is easy to
overemphasize the country’s developmental trend toward Jeffersonian
anti-urbanism and suburbanization, a Hamiltonian tradition of
dense, urban, industrial centers has undoubtedly influenced the built
environment in suburban America too, even if it is not immediately
apparent to us. Extrapolating from this logic, the suburban environment
is therefore full of spaces where encounter and opportunity abound.
For this reason, spaces of open interaction can be identified and
invigorated within the sprawling landscape that is so often regarded
as the antithesis of diversity. After all, a significant percentage of
Americans continue live in suburbs, which furthermore have been
experiencing unprecedented diversification over the past decade. It is
inconceivable that this landscape will continue to operate as a series
of isolated nodes. While it is true that when given the choice, most
Americans will choose homogeneity over heterogeneity, this does not
preclude suburban Americans from experiencing the positive qualities
that are associated with these hidden spaces of opportunity.
The aim is to make a case for suburban spaces of social interaction
without prohibiting, denouncing, or obliterating the existence of
exclusionary clustering. While things like sprawl, single-use zoning,
and homogeneity make the possibility of this type of freely diversified
landscape seem unlikely, architects, especially with today’s shifting
demographics, have an opportunity to explore the possibility. It cannot
be reasonable to tell half of all Americans that they will only have
meaningful encounters with diverse cultural expressions if they move
to a denser, more mixed-use, or more public environment. Once we
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Aside

4

Transparency
and Publicity
in Modern
Architecture

to envision buildings whose presence could be absence; whose form
might have no expression.
This single invention is responsible for the widespread interest of
modern architects with transparency. As glass led to a new prevalence
in transparent architecture, it transformed the formerly hidden private
sphere, making it visible to the public. Objects of the private realm
could be put into full view, effectively transforming them into public
forms.

ANTI-ORNAMENTAL
In 1908 the early modernist Adolf Loos wrote his famous manifesto,
“Ornament and Crime,” promoting the neutral and expressionless
façade. According to Loos, architectural form would be most successful
when it achieved a public persona. This meant that the construct was
largely devoid of personal interest or individual expression of its
authors or inhabitants, achieved by eliminating gesture, sign or other
figurative efforts. In becoming solely an outline of public space, Loos
transposed his understanding of the ideal bourgeois man as mediation
between public persona (neutral façade) and private concerns
(expressive interior). This mediation, brought into architectural
language, effectively transformed all expressionistic architecture into
vain attempts at personalized production.

LOOKING GLASS
In 1914, the end to the dominance of the stone façade began with the
invention of a method for regularized production of large sheets of
glass by Emile Fourcault. Early Modernists were immediately enamored
with the potentials inherent in the accessibility of vast amounts of
transparent glass. These large surfaces were “so abstract as not to
have a texture, so neutral as not to have an expression of [their] own.”1
Thus, for the first time in architectural practice, it became possible
1 Alexander D’Hooghe, “The Terrifying Beauty of Absence,” Thresholds 33 (2007): 62.

However, the early modernist position that expressionless and neutral
architecture, as seen in the work of Loos, was the progressive mode of
achieving public persona was now also inaccurate. While the flat glass
surface was the most neutral public façade imaginable, it also exposed
the interiors of the building to public view without inhibition. The effect
of this transparency can be understood through what Colin Rowe
and Robert Slutsky termed “phenomenal transparency.” Phenomenal
transparency is “the capacity of two figures to interpenetrate without
optical destruction of each other.”2 Through phenomenal transparency,
objects of both public and private realms are projected onto the same
plane. This simultaneity, made possible by the glass pane, eliminates
not only the simple separation between public and private but also the
depth between them. Consequently, a unified space is established as
a collection of objects that are continually exposed to each other and,
more importantly, to public vision. Thus, the Loosian notion of public
sphere as neutral platform devoid of private objects and expressions
becomes impossible. Ultimately, transparency pushes architecture
away from the façade, onto the design of object and interior.

REACTIONARY
There are two logical responses to this subjection of the formerly
private sphere by the public gaze: submission and resistance.
The first response is to abstract everything private or previously hidden
from view into public objects. In this method, the entirety of the private
2 D’Hooghe 62.
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portions of a building’s interior becomes public; every object visible,
every act observable. Thus, the initial Loosian premise of modernism
–dignity through elimination of expressionism and the creation of a
“poker face” hiding the private from public view – has been subverted
as the private sphere is essentially abolished. Resultantly, interior
design becomes increasingly integrated in the project of architecture.
The other option, resistance, presents these formerly private objects in
the public realm without alteration. Rather than forcibly redesigning
them in order to make them suitably tailored to the public sphere, they
are simply dislodged, shifted, and presented as they have always been.
The formerly private objects, now publicly visible, cannot perform their
private functions as they had previously. Similarly, the public sphere
hands over a portion of its dominance. Thus, transparency serves as
a platform for the presentation of a variety of private ideals which
become questioned by virtue of their being projected into the public
realm.

PROJECTION
The presentation and disruption of privacy through informality unlocks
a potential for architecture to question the standard perception of
façade as simple barrier between public and private spheres. Through
transparency, mediations of privacy can be achieved, generating a
“powerful testimony to a world which was composed of vari[ation] and
differe[ce], rather than total[ity].”3 The public sphere, thereby, serves
as a zone for updating and evolving what are typically perceived to be
private concerns.

3 D’Hooghe 63.
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A New Social
Landscape In
Radburn, NJ

predominant modes of traffic, pedestrian and vehicular, with a path
system that never crossed a major road at grade. The reason for this
separation can be summarized by architect Clarence Stein, who said,
“We did our best to follow Aristotle’s recommendation that a city
should be built to give its inhabitants security and happiness.”5

STANARDIZED
Conventionalized North American suburb planning has typically defined
the public street and its associated zones including front yards as
those participating in neighborhood common space while prioritizing
the individuality and privacy of the back yard, typically accessible only
from the house. Designers of such neighborhoods generally begin by
laying out streets that abide by local subdivision design requirements
while achieving maximum output in the number of individual lots.
Resultantly, what suburban neighbors share within these communities
is an efficient vehicular movement system further developed under
the interests of construction economy. Recognizing these as the
driving forces behind suburban planning, it is understandable that the
streetscape is often problematic in serving as neighborhood social
realm, rarely going beyond a provision of space for bicycle riding and
informal games of tee-ball.4 Unlike this standardized configuration, the
Radburn strategy aims to subvert conventional suburban relationships
between homes, streets, and neighborhoods, and the greater public
realm.

MOVEMENT ZONES
Radburn is unique because, through influence from the Garden City
Movement, it was planned as a town for “better living,” strategized by
recognizing the increasing role of the automobile without permitting
it to dominate the built environment. It explicitly separated the two

The emphasis on this separation established an extensive interior
park system which was meant to provide a safe space for residents
to interact amongst one another. The implementation of these green
zones meant that the amount of land allocated to individual housing
lots was limited, a choice which was justified by the concept that
homeowners with easy access to parks needed less private land. The
proximity of houses also produced neighborhoods with slightly reduced
privacy when compared to other types of communities built at the time.
And while this may be argued to have been detrimental, generating
a “fishbowl” nature to the neighborhood, closeness can also be
understood as facilitating participatory surveillance of its constituency,
thereby enforcing the green zones as safe and socially welcoming,
aiding in the construction of a more active and connected community.

FRONT/BACK INVERSION
Intended to preference the pedestrian, and therefore participation in
the park space between homes, Radburn was designed with most home
façades oriented so that their front door faced the walkway system
which was part of the shared green zone. This social zone occurred
away from the car, which was relegated to rear-facing access roads.
The living and sleeping sections of the houses faced the garden and
park areas, while the kitchen and service rooms faced the access road.
The “back” was not considered to be a typical yard condition, and by
serving solely as service space, established the car as secondary.
The idea is that the internal open space becomes the neighborhood
social commons, a connective landscape free from vehicular flows
which is more socially liberated than any public street could hope to

4 Michael Martin, “Designing the Next Radburn: A Green-hearted American Neighbourhood for the 21st Century.”
Open Space/People Space: An International Conference on Inclusive Environments. 27-29 Aug. 2004, Midlothian, United
Kingdom. Edinburgh, Scotland: Research Centre for Inclusive Access to Outdoor Environments, 2004.

5 Ronald Gatti, “Radburn: The Town for the Motor Age.” Radburn: A Town for the Motor Age in Fairlawn, NJ, USA.28 Oct.
2011 <http://www.radburn.org/geninfo/history.html>.
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be. It provides “a safe haven for the social and recreational benefit of
all residents of all ages and degrees of mobility.”6

SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
In measuring the technical success of the path system, in 1970, John
Lansing of the Univeristy of Michigan recorded that “47 percent of
Radburn’ residents shopped for groceries on foot while comparable
figures were 23 percent for Reston [a planned community in Virginia]
and only 8 percent for a nearby unplanned community.”7
From a more sociological point of view, the planned use of land
in Radburn creates a lifestyle of community concern, action and
participation that is unheard of in most of modern society. James Dahir,
reviewing the impact of neighborhood planning, saw in Radburn a
humanistic society established through planning which considered both
social and physical needs of its residents. He writes that Radburn is:
“social planning of an advanced order. It is manipulation of physical
elements to induce and encourage a social and human goal. It is a kind
of planning which recognizes that the growing edge of civilization is
in the human and not the mechanical direction, though the mechanical
factors must be carefully aligned and allocated to support and advance
the communal achievements and the social inventions of a free people
of autonomous family life.”8
Important to note is that this secure, accessible-to-all connective
landscape which has proved instrumental to the cultural identity
and social dynamics of Radburn was intentionally programmed to
be an active zone. The commons enhance the intensity of resident
engagement through the incorporation of ‘active-use’ features such as
an elementary school and extensive recreational programs, signifying
the importance of the greenery as something beyond passive-use open
space.
6 Martin.
7 Eugene Birch, “Radburn and the American Planning Movement,” Journal of the American Planning Association Oct.
2004 : 145.
8 Gatti.
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SHORTCOMINGS
Radburn sought to link communities by providing separate zones for
pedestrian and vehicular movement, thereby generating a safe space
within with people could walk from community to community, or from
home to grocery store. However, the “town for the automobile age”
did not take into account just how popular the automobile was going
to be. The design was intended to accommodate automobiles without
requiring them. However, as late 20th century families began to own
multiple cars, the pedestrian path system became less important and
the street-side entrance became primary. Thus, Radburn is at times
criticized for its positioning of dwellings with the primary façade facing
the park and the secondary back doors fronting the street. However,
it can be argued that this tactic was instrumental in generating the
socially cohesive space of the green zones. The ambiguity presented by
“reversed” houses effectively subverted conventional behavioral norms
regarding front and back.
As many people have criticized elements of the plan including those
mentioned above, perhaps the primary reason it falls short of its
larger scale inter-community goals is because of the limited scope of
implementation. In final form it consists of only “approximately 3100
people - some 680 families inhabiting 469 single family homes, 48
townhouses, 30 two family houses, a 93 unit apartment complex and
10 condominium units.”9 It had been conceived by designers Stein and
Wright to house 25,000 to 30,000 people.

remained largely absent from planning. While suburban property and
enthusiasm were readily available and low in price, the suberblock,
mixed-density residences, and reduced private property of Radburn
were “not attractive to land developers and municipal officials who
favored simpler, cheaper geometrically defined subdivisions.”11

PROJECTION
The potentials imbedded within this programmatically activated
green zone which is shared by all residents of the community have
not been fully explored. There is an underlying opportunity, which was
conceived of by the architects, for the plan to effectively link isolated
neighborhoods. Understandably, the objective in learning from the
Radburn plan should not be to entirely redesign blighted areas or
create a scheme in which all economic classes reside amongst one
another. To do so is to label these groups as problematic, to identify
them as lepers within their own community. Rather, the strategy
initiated by Clarence Stein and Henry Wright should be extrapolated
from in order to promote the cross pollination of people between these
enclaves, allowing an interpenetration to facilitate understanding,
engagement, and comfort within areas of their community inhabited by
other social, cultural, or economic strata.

Furthermore, Radburn became a predominantly upper middle class
town with a homogenous population characteristic of most affluent
suburbs; “up to 60 percent of the families were headed by executives
who commuted to New York City to earn a livelihood. “10 Thus, the
assumption that designs based primarily on middle-class values could
promote social progress beyond their own enclave remains untested.
And as suburban development continued to expand, the Radburn model
9 “Radburn: A Planned Community.” Radburn: A Town for the Motor Age in Fairlawn, NJ, USA.28 Oct. 2011 < http://
www.radburn.org/geninfo/radburn-intro.html >.
10 Evan McKenzie, Privatopia: Homeowner Associations and the Rise of Residential Private Government (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1994) 48.

11 Birch, 140.
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Considering
Slumburbia

Yes, much like the racial shift toward the suburbs, poverty too has
been growing in the suburbs for years. But the 53 percent increase in
poverty far
surpassed
the 14 percent
population
increase in the past
Share
of Population
in Suburbs
by Race/Ethnicity
decade, accelerating a change in perception and reality of their status
as upper-middle-class enclaves.
80

A new report by the Brookings Institute on demographic trends shows
that the suburbs are slowly but surely becoming what they were
specifically designed not to be: the home of the disadvantaged. In their
analysis of current census data, it is evident that the historic presence
of white flight from urban areas into the suburbs, establishing them as
landscapes of affluence surrounding an urban poor is, at least for the
foreseeable future, over.
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The census data demonstrates that for the first time in American
history, the majority of all racial groups living in large metro areas are
taking residence outside of the dense city center. Suburban Asians and
Hispanics already had topped 50 percent in 2000, and blacks joined
them in 2008, rising from seven percentage points from 43 in the short
span of eight years. With the influx of minorities, the suburbs now are
also home to the largest poor population in the country.
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Between 2000 and 2008, suburbs in the country’s largest metro areas
saw their poor population grow by 25 percent—almost five times faster
than primary cities and well ahead of the growth seen in smaller
metro areas and non-metropolitan communities. This reality was only
invigorated and quickened by the recession. As a result, two-thirds of
the new suburban poor were added from 2007 to 2010.

20
10
0

Whites

2000

It was inevitable that the suburbs would eventually have to become
more racially integrated, but economic integration is happening faster
than many suburban residents might have been ready for, aided, at
least in part, to the collapse of the housing market in the wake of the
mortgage crisis, leaving innumerable suburban dream homes available
at prices far lower than their developers had initially speculated.

Asians

Hispanics

Blacks

2008

of a generation, the stereotypical growing-up experiences of White
Suburbanites and Minority City-dwellers will trade places.
And as more affluent Americans move into urban communities, families
may find that some of the suburbs’ advertised advantages—better
schools and safer communities—run the risk of eroding. Schooling and

-332000

2008

safety are likely to improve in urban areas but they may worsen in
many suburbs if the tax base—often highly dependent on house values
and new development—deteriorates. The potential for this reality
should force suburban communities across the country to re-evaluate
their identities and how they serve their populations. Indeed now may
be one of the most opportune moments to facilitate the evolution of
the American dream toward a healthier, more flexible, and highly
interactive vision.
The suburb, as it increasingly replicates the diversity of the city from
which it was meant to oppose, should begin to erode its boundaries,
establishing a permeability between typically isolated constituencies.
Rather than the construction of planned communities seeking to isolate
themselves from this diversity by establishing secured enclaves,
architecture should suggest an appreciation for the already existing
variations that exist within the suburban landscape.
Violent Crimes per 100,000 Residents by Community Type
[100 Largest Metropolitan Areas]

Estimated Change in Violent Crime by Community Type,
with and without Accounting for Demographic Change
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5

RELEVANT

definition can continue to evolve.

Serving both as symbol of an ideal and as barrier between public and
private, the suburban residential façade serves to both present an
idyllic image and veil inner activities. For this reason of duality, we
cannot select a program focusing solely on the private. Instead, there
is a need to identify programs which establish the opportunity for a
contested relationship within the architectural and cultural realms.

PUBLICITY
Architecture’s continual opening onto the world generates an interplay
between built form and social groupings. However, there are two
distinct meanings to be made when using the word “opening” – opening
in and opening out.1
Architecture can be described as opening in when it is constructed to
suit individual needs. In working from the outside in, space takes on the
veneer of the private. The individual has primacy, generating the public
as a collection of individuals seeking satisfaction in their own desires.
Once the object has been created for the individual it follows that
architecture is the expression of said individual(s). Subsequently,
because construction is governed by the individual, any consideration
of culture is generalized. In this sense, architecture is understood as
created by individuals to serve individual ends. Furthermore, once there
is a turn towards the interior, the exterior loses significance.

Affirming the presence of the cultural and non-eliminable nature of
the public, allowing it to have a complex and contested status, enables
architecture to escape any reduction to the strictly economic or to
the solely cultural. Such a position may result in the refusal of the
interplay of cultures and therefore in the championing of the private.
Yet, the potential for this result does not degrade the architecture.
Rather, it simply reveals that the presence of the conflict is the first
step in any argument for the cultural nature of the architectural.

EXPANDED STRATUM
There is an opportunity to create publicity and foster interaction,
enhancing the idea of a more egalitarian public space. The clustering
of programs becomes significantly more dependent on sequence than
a simple relationship between inside the site and out. It conceptually
embodies the understanding of the deep façade, a blurring between
boundaries of in and out, public and private. As the occupant proceeds
through the space, the transition from program to program is blurred,
and the opportunity for pause and encounter is heightened.

Contrastingly, opening out, “allowing the external to be registered
internally and the internal to have an external registration”2 allows
the public and private senses of culture to interact. Furthermore,
the acknowledgement of architecture’s public nature does not
predetermine that it be driven by some singular social goal nor
focus solely on simple outward appearance. Indeed, the interplay of
dominance and opposition is fundamental to its spatial manifestation.
What characterizes the architecture which opens out is the interplay
of the architectural and the cultural within a framework where each
1 Andrew Benjamin, “Architecture and Culture,” Architecture Australia, May/June 2003, 23 Sept. 2011 < http://www.
architecturemedia.com/aa/aaissue.php?issueid=200305&article=15&typeon=3>.
2 Benjamin.
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SCALE
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

MAX # PEOPLE
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

USE TIMES
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

Filtering of use times for various programs throughout Ossining and Briarcliff
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WEEKENDS
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

WEEKDAYS
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

MATCHUPS
EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]
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DECREASING SCALE

PAIR + CONTRAST
OPPOSING
SCALES

Grouping of common programs based on various criteria
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CONTRAST
MATCHUPS

MAX
ACTIVITY
SIMILAR
+ CONTRAS

SINGLES

TYPE
CONTRAST

NEW PROGRAMS ADDED

SCALE/TIME/TYPE
MAX ACTIVITY

TYPOLOGY
MIX
MAX ACTIVITY

SINGLES

GROUPS
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TYPE

NOTES

# STORIES
1

1
1

1
1
DOES NOT EXIST

1
1

OSS ONLY

1

BRI ONLY

1-2

2-3
OSS ONLY

1
1

OSS ONLY

1

DOES NOT EXIST

1-2
1

1-3

1-2

1-3

Analysis of number and size of common programs within Ossining and Briarcliff

# OF EXISTING UNITS
[USING AVERAGE UNIT SIZES]
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EARLY MORNING [WEEKDAY]
EARLY MORNING [WEEKEND]
MORNING [WEEKDAY]
MORNING [WEEKEND]
MID-DAY [WEEKDAY]
MID-DAY [WEEKEND]
AFTERNOON [WEEKDAY]
AFTERNOON [WEEKEND]
NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
NIGHT [WEEKEND]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKDAY]
LATE NIGHT [WEEKEND]

Idealized clustering of programs into six nodes of maximized activity
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Site

6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
A lawsuit from 2006 claimed that Westchester had failed to reduce
segregation in its wealthy communities despite accepting federal
funding to do so. In February of 2009 it was indeed ruled that
Westchester’s integration efforts had been insufficient.1
The Obama administration, in August of 2009, set forth legislation
telling the north of New York City suburban county, that it could not
continue to segregate low-income and minority housing, intending for
this serve as a message to other municipalities across the country that
it will be much more difficult to isolate lower-income citizens.
Though Westchester is typically perceived as a feeder community
of affluent Americans, the actual demographics have become less
distinct. Since 1950, the African American population has increased
dramatically as families moved north of the city in search of safer
communities and stronger school systems. However, as the population
rose, the county as a whole actually became more segregated. All of
the new housing built for low-income families was erected in towns
that already had statistically well represented African American
populations. This reality was witnessed once again as Hispanics
began moving to Westchester during the 1980s and 1990s. These
communities were similarly confined to a limited list of towns. In the
midst of cultural and economic transformation, local municipalities
intentionally made use of zoning which prevented the construction of
high-density, rent-based housing in White neighborhoods. Westchester,
as a county, never did anything to stop it.

Overall

Population Change, 2000-2010
Blue - INCREASE
Purple - DECREASE

1 “Color-Coding the Suburbs,” Wall Street Journal, 14 Aug. 2009, 07 Oct. 2011< http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001
424052970203863204574346862154177606.html>.
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White

Black

Asian

Black

Asian
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Hispanic

Hispanic

TOWN OF OSSINING
The town of Ossining serves to exemplify the issue present in
Westchester County at large. The town itself is made up of two villages:
Ossining and Briarcliff. Between 1990 and 1999, “six affordable housing
units were built in Ossining, which was already 27.7 percent Hispanic
and 19.3 percent black. But in nearby Briarcliff, which is nearly 90
percent white, zero affordable housing units were built.”1
However, despite the perception that, due to the higher percentage of
low income families in the village of Ossining, the community might
be less safe or less desirable when compared to its neighbor Briarcliff
Manor, the opposite has been true. In 2010, Westchester Magazine
published an article ranking the “Best Places to Live” within the county
from top to bottom. Taking into consideration factors such as diversity,
housing costs, parks, safety, schools, downtown, and shopping, they
gave the more ethnically and economically heterogeneous Village of
Ossining the number 2 position while awarding Briarcliff Manor number
32 out of 40.2 And while it is clearly impossible for such ranking
systems to be based entirely on fact or be taken as the singular reality,
they did attempt to intelligently preference and weight certain topics
such as schools, property taxes, and proximity to New York City, where
a large number of residents commute to daily for work. Lesser topics
such as proximity to water and nightlife were correctly treated as such.
Thus, the town as a whole is representative of a rather precarious
situation in which certain images of suburbia are perceived to be
inherently better than others. The more homogenous community,
despite providing strong schools and abundant green space, is
prohibitively expensive and provides limited communal facilities.
On the contrary, the more diverse portion of Ossining benefits from a
greater distribution of housing types. However, this is not to say that
the village is entirely devoid of enclave nature.

OSS
BRI

Population Change, 2000-2010
1 Dana Goldstein, “Shaking Up Suburbia,” American Prospect, 25 Aug. 2009, 07 Oct. 2011 <http://prospect.org/article/
shaking-suburbia-0>.
2 Elsa Brenner, “Best Places to Live,” Westchester Magazine, 21 Sept. 2010, 17 Oct. 2011 < http://www.westchestermagazine.com/Westchester-Magazine/October-2010/Best-Places-To-Live/>
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Within the Town of Ossining, the Village of Ossining is 37.1% White
whereas the Village of Briarcliff Manor is 83.2% White. The villages
exist at the two extremes of the racial diversity that is exhibited
within Westchester. The County as a whole however, through a mix of
dense cities and sprawling landscape, is a more evenly distributed
composition.

OSSINING

Hispanic

BRIARCLIFF MANOR

Asian

Black
-50-

WESTCHESTER

White

The division between the two communities is reflected not only in their
racial make-up, but also in the household income data. The median
household income in the village of Ossining is $70,139. That figure is
more than doubled in Briarcliff Manor, which comes in at $181,806.

Median Household Income
200000

150000

100000

50000

0

Ossining

Braircliff Manor
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Westchester

The way these villages are able to exhibit such marked difference
is through their zoning which serves to exclude or include specific
building typologies. In Ossining, a village with a diverse distribution
of use types, only 58.05% of residences house single families. In stark
contrast, Briarcliff Manor sits at a staggering 95.09%, preventing any
significant low-income population from moving in.

OSSINING

Condominium

Multi-Family

BRIARCLIFF MANOR

Two + Three Family
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Multi-Structure

WESTCHESTER

Estate and Rural

Single-Family

Beyond strictly residential differences, the discord is also present in
the provision of open space in the two villages. Here we see Ossining
at 8.45% of its total acreage appropriated for open space compared to
19.94% in Briarcliff Manor. Adding to this, the actual utilization of these
open spaces would suggest the opposite model, where limited lot sizes
in Ossining have promoted greater usage density for its pubic parks.

OSSINING

Interior Water Bodies

Rights-of-Way

BRIARCLIFF MANOR

Vacant/Undeveloped Open Space and Recreation
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WESTCHESTER

Mixed Use

Non-Residential

Residential

When open space is evaluated in terms of acerage per residential
unit, brought about by significant differences in residential density
between the two villages, the difference becomes even more drastic.
Importantly, both communities lie below the average for Westchester
County, suggesting that these limited spaces might benefit from more
well constructed usages. Furthermore, by a reduction in the provision of
greenspace, there is a heightened opportunity for these landscapes to
become arenas of exchange and overlap.
Residential Density

Open Space Acerage Per Residential Unit
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Ossining

Braircliff Manor
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Westchester

Clearly, the zoning, and therefore demographic intentions of the two
villages are vastly different. This can be further demonstrated by
simply looking at the predominant organizational logics of the two
communities as exhibited through their roadways. Ossining relies
primarily on gridded streets and four way intersections, where as in
Briarcliff Manor the streetscape preferences windy roads and cul-desacs.

Residences Per Cul-de-Sac
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Ossining

Braircliff Manor
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As the population rose, the county actually became more segregated.
All of the new low-income housing was erected in towns that already
had well represented minority populations. In the midst of cultural and
economic transformation, towns made use of zoning which prevented
the construction of high-density housing in White neighborhoods.
Westchester never did anything to stop it.

Briarcliff Manor

Ossining

Single-Family Residence

Multi-Family Residence
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Business

Avg.
Required
Minimum
LotLot
Size:
12k
ft2 ft2
Avg.
Required
Minimum
Size:
12k

Zoning: Minimum Lot Size
Zoning: Minimum Lot Size
Non-Residential
Non-Residential
5,000 ft2
5,000 ft2
2
7,500 ft
7,500 ft2
2
10,000 ft
10,000 ft2
12,000 ft2
12,000 ft2
15,000 ft2
15,000 ft2
20,000 ft2
20,000 ft2
30,000 ft2
30,000 ft2
2
40,000 ft
40,000 ft2
60,000 ft2
60,000 ft2
Multi-Family
Multi-Family
Planned Residential District
Planned Residential District

Avg.
Required
Minimum
LotLot
Size:
31k
ft2 ft2
Avg.
Required
Minimum
Size:
31k
[Residential Lots >12k ft : 99.57%]
2

[Residential Lots >12k ft2: 99.57%]

Comparison of required lot sizes in Ossining versus Briarcliff Manor
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OSS
BRI

1 Mi

Single Family Residential
Two & Three Family and
Multi-Structure Properties
Condominiums, Apartments &
Multi-Family Residential Use
Common Land Homeowners Assoc.
Vacant Properties
Commercial and Retail
Manufacturing, Industrial and
Warehousing
Office and Research (including
Campus Office Parks)
Mixed Use

1 Mi

Institutional and Public Assembly
Transportation, Communication and
Utilties
Cemeteries
Public Parks and Parkway Lands
Private Recreation
Nature Preserves
Water Supply Lands
Interior Water Bodies

1 mile (linear vs. radial) distance to major programs from site
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27 Structures
30 Lots/2,466k ft2
[82k ft2/Structure]

1/10

$120K

$1,200K

1/5
$600K

1/2

Comparison of home values in Ossining versus Briarcliff Manor
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N

Housing condition on North and South ends of site
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394,185 ft2

ORIGINAL SITE BOUNDARIES

1,161,850 ft2

EXPAND SITE INTO ADJACENT OPEN SPACES

97.5%

RELOCATE ALL ANALYZED PROGRAMS INTO SITE
*DOES NOT INCLUDE BATHS, RESTAURANTS, OR SPORT FIELDS

Expansion of site with insertion of six mixed-program nodes
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HYBRID CLUSTERING OF ~50% OF ALL PROGRAMS

SHIFT CLUSTERS BASED ON SPATIAL AVAILABILITY
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WHAT GOES HERE?

Site exists in
the minds of
inhabitants of
ordinary cities
1
and towns
1

1 Reinhold Martin, et al., The Buell Hypothesis: Rehousing the American Dream, (The Temple Hoyne Buell Center for the Study of American Architecture: 2011) 17.

Precedent
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Suburban Adjacencies
By blurring the boundaries
between inside and out, the market
encourages the individual to move
between spaces more comfortably.
If we correlate this back to the
layeing of space discussed in
regards to the suburban facade,
we notice that the systems of the
deep facade are actually found
more successfully in the urban
street market due to spatial
interpenetration of adjacent vendor
stalls.
Unfortunately, by design, the
layering and overlapping of
space in the suburbs occurs only
predominantly in a single axis,
reducing the opportunity for lateral
movement.
How might we take the logics
present in the market, combine
them with the already functioning
system of the deep suburban
facade, and apply them to the
suburbs in order to generate
cross-pollination, and therefore
familiarity, comfort, and
exploration, between enclaves?
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Hong Kong Wet Market
The open air or street market commonly
functions as a social space promoting
meaningful extraeconomic conversations
amongst its visitors. As a unique
social structure, it operates beyond
simple revenue generating machine. Its
construct allows social activity and the
establishment of relationships founded
outside of economic concern. The feeling
of communal space that is established
within the market is a result of enabled
social interaction beyond competition and
economic exchange.
Virgil Henry Storr, a professor in the
Department of Economics and George
Mason University who has written a series
of articles regarding culture and markets
says “if they are given a chance to
flourish, we will grow...better connected...,
better educated, better behaved, more
generous, more compassionate, more
tolerant, more trusting, and more just, “
stressing the capability of the market to
satiate our desires for material and our
demands for community.1

1 Virgil Henry Storr, “Why the Market? Markets as Social and Moral
Spaces,” Journal of Markets & Morality Fall 2009: 15.

Japanese Sento

BATHING
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PRIVATE
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PRIVATE

SEMI-PUBLIC
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Trenton Bath House
Louis Kahn

PRIVATE

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

Grammar for the City
DOGMA

Entering into a competition for a new
administrative city in Korea, DOGMA
proposed a city made up of compounds
instead of streets.
A series of urban walls, formed by 36
meter tall cruciform buildings placed on
a 180m by 180m grid, define a sequence
of interconnected compounds within the
city. Its facades are barren, representing
a white cut on a backdrop that instead
of acting as such, becomes the most
important content of the city.
These urban walls do not complete the
city but are simply the basic architectural
infrastructure that serve to generate
the spaces of the new city. The spaces
that result from these cruicform
buildings accommodate a vast amount of
collective urban life but also enable the
development of new and varied buildings.
Indeed, the walls are not the conclusive
form but rather the beginning.

Obus Plan
Le Corbusier

One of the most interesting elements of
Corbusier’s master plan for Algiers was
the ultimate expression of his version of
a roadtown. Within the overall scheme, he
proposed an elevated highway stretching
between suburbs and containing fourteen
floors residences beneath it. These levels
were not entirely developed or planned,
and rather served as open framework that
Corbusier believed would fill in little by
little with homes for the working class. He
projected that the linear structure would
accommodate as many as 180,000 people.

Roadtown
Edgar Chambless

In 1910, Edgar Chambless released
Roadtown, outlining his idea for a
linear city built on top of a railway line,
essentially laying the modern skyscraper
on its side and running elevators, pipes,
and wires horizontally. Such a structure
would be free of the limited properties of
structural steel; it could be built not only
a hundred stories, but a thousand stories
or a thousand miles....I would take the
apartment house and all its conveniences
and comforts out among the farms by
the aid of wires, pipes and of rapid and
noiseless transportation.”
“The Roadtown is a scheme to organize
production, transportation and
consumption into one systematic plan.
In an age of pipes and wires, and high
speed railways such a plan necessitates
the building in one dimension instead
of three - the line distribution of
population instead of the pyramid style
of construction. The rail-pipe-and-wire
civilization and the increase in the speed
of transportation is certain to result in
the line distribution of population because
of the almost unbelievable economy in
construction, in operation and in time.”

Jersey Corridor
Michael Graves + Peter Eisenman
The project proposed a “linear city,” a
structure that might be a mile wide and
as much as 20 miles long containing
every possible urban function. The version
presented for an article in Life magazine
demonstrated a bustling section filled
with inhabitants who looked to be
inhabiting and making their way through a
massive ant farm.
The two parallel strips carried different
functions, one for industry and the other
for residence and leisure, containing
what was essentially a linearized, and
apparently endless downtown filled with
homes, stores, and services.
The basement of the structure logically
contained the highways and public
transportation systems, leaving the
above ground structure to run a singular
mass piercing through a bucolic natural
landscape.

Prelim
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Continuous Monument in Radburn, NJ

INVERSION
With the introduction of this urban strip,
the front yard loses its primacy as public
face. Instead, backyards become a unified
collective zone, generated through spatial
logics mediating porosity and permeability
of view. A passersby simply traversing
this new spine might witness a variation
in activities as he or she comes across
numerous different housing types and
densities. Imbedded within the multiplicity
of residential types are also social and
cultural distinctions, which the visitors of
the site may become increasingly privy to.
This awareness facilitates a new level of
comfort when moving outside of ones own
enclave and into areas of the suburb they
may have never visited with any frequency.

Initial Condition

The inversion takes over personal private
outdoor space, making it public, therefore
forcing its re-imagination. Rather than
convert an already semi-public space,
by hijacking the backyard, we encourage
residents to recognize and participate in
changing paradigms of personal publicity.
Perhaps they will be surprised with how
easily they find comfort with this new
level of publicity so long as they are
provided variation in levels of visuality
and filtration.

Abridged Configuration
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DISTRIBUTION
As the spine weaves its way through
the suburb, the organization of the
various programs becomes essential
to facilitating the type of interaction
desired. Each choice of placement begins
to generate a particular configuration
which influences how the built form
will mediate and intermingle with
the existing suburban condition. The
choice, for instance between continuous
megastructure versus singular, distributed
nodes generates different types of
interaction through scale and presence.
What is the extent of distribution desired?
Does the system remain linear or begin
to branch out, extending itself deeper
into the neighborhoods? It it important
to define a central reference point or to
reject hierarchy? Does it become a system
of pavilions stitched together by a simple
pathway or does the mode of transit itself
take on a more substantial built presence,
becoming platform and framework within
which the scheme embeds and interrupts?
In order to facilitate maximum interaction,
a distributed system which branches
beyond a singular line allows access
significant roads and public spaces.
Furthermore, by offering variation in use
type the distributed system promotes
cross-pollination and happenstance
encounter.

Nodes

Extensions

Bridges

Megastructure

Hubs

Branches

Links

Zones
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A to B, ASAP
The current condition of the suburbs is
defined largely by a dependence on the
personal automobile a primary mode of
transit. Sprawl is justified by an ability
to be transplanted from point A to point
B quickly. Unfortunately, the byproduct
of this is a significant reduction in the
opportunity for happenstance interaction
amongst residents.

B

Our interpretation of the community
becomes limited by the amount of time
we are visually and physically exposed
to it. By establishing primary routes
of movement we prohibit exploration,
reducing our awareness of the ongoings
and characteristics of other enclaves with
the town.
In addition, as the predominance of the
car was recognized, the home itself also
became tailored toward this heightened
rate of movement. The setback of the
home from the street provided the driver
with a depth that allowed the perception
of the community through the windshield,
simultaneously devaluing the pedestrian.
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INSERTION
The traditional mode of transit through
the suburb affords the individual with
the opportunity to engage with various
programs ranging from libraries to gas
stations, from fast food restaurants to
banks. However, these programs are
typically only experienced visually as
there is generally a predefined destination
which will be reached via the car. We may
construct a series of stops but they are
predefined, not generated by chance.
Instead of constantly teleporting
ourselves between spaces, spending
no time experiencing the sequence,
and therefore reducing the opportunity
to engage with other members of the
community, we can suggest a distribution
of the a programatic system that
facilitates a more explorative process.
These different programs can be
distributed along common sequences,
encouraging variation within what were
typically point to point movements, never
knowing whom you might encounter during
this process.

B
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The linear spine serves as datum line
through which the baths begin to
branch out and connect with residential,
commercial, and recreational spaces
within the community, intervening in the
daily cycles of suburban residents.
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INTERCONNECTION
The distribution of the different program
types can be done strategically in order
to create opportunities for adjacencies,
overlaps, and juxtapositions. It is
important to avoid creating a simple oneliner and instead establish an intermixing
of facilities with both already existing
public programs and new constructions.

B

The supporting programs of exercise
facilities, sport fields, a laundromat and
dry cleaner, as well as small pavilions for
food and drink all help invigorate the site
and establish this boundary zone as an
inhabitable communal space open to all.
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The suburban home is a symbol of the American Dream available for
purchase. As a symbol, an emphasis on surface emerged as the forward
presentation of the object became paramount. In order to create as
many purchasable “symbols” as possible, repetitious and homogenous
suburban town planning emerged as the most economically efficient
process. This, aided by auto-centric development and the introduction
of the air conditioner, both of which removed people from the
streetscape, facilitated a lack of interaction at the community scale.

All of this served to establish the image of suburbia as a landscape for
white families of the middle class. This notion of suburbia is, however,
at odds with reality. Today, as Whites have begun to move back to
cities, in the wake of the foreclosure crisis, minorities are rapidly
being draw into this previously un-affordable residential space. This
places us in a timely position to break down the segregated suburban
enclaves that developed as a result of zoning codes and redefine the
suburbs as a collective of community.

During the post World War II period, White Flight from the cities
combined with suburban housing policies which excluded minorities
from purchasing homes in these communities, creating all-White
Privatopias. Eventually, Civil Liberties were introduced, making these
restrictive covenants illegal. As a reaction however, the suburbs
began to utilize exclusionary zoning codes in order to separate low
income non-Whites from middle-class predominantly white residents.
Essentially, by zoning different parts of the town for either single
family, two family, or multi-family housing, low-income minorities
were separated, de-facto, from middle-income Whites.

Historically, immigrating minorities would first move to cities, and upon
acquiring an economic foothold, might move out to the suburbs. Today,
in contrast, immigrants are increasingly moving directly to suburbs,
foregoing any significant experience with major urban environments.
They are moving directly into these enclaves - landscapes where
interaction amongst socio-cultural strata is more challenging than in
major cities.
Like many other regions, Westchester County - situated just north
of Manhattan, and its prevailing image of upper-middle class White
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HISTORIC IMMIGRATION

EMERGING IMMIGRATION

society, is experiencing a demographic shift. Within Westchester, the
Town of Ossining is a microcosm of this shift, yet positions itself in
a precarious situation, containing two distinctly different villages:
Ossining and Briarcliff Manor. The Village of Ossining is home to 7,543
foreign born residents which account for 30% of its population where
as the Village of Briarcliff Manor is home to a mere 833. Consequently,
the Village of Ossining is only 37.1% White where as the Village of
Briarcliff Manor is 83.2% white. It follows that this division is reflected
not only in the racial make-up of the villages, but also in the household
income data where the median household income for Ossining residents
is $70,864 compared to $173,674 for those residing in Briarcliff.
The development and zoning of the two villages is also markedly
different. 58.05% of Ossining’s residences are single family while
Briarcliff is at a staggering 95.09%. This correlates strongly to the
percentage of minorities present within each community. It follows that
the discord is also present in both the provision of open space (0.02
acres per residential unit in Ossining versus 0.11 acres per residential
unit in Briarcliff) and the overall residential density in the two villages.
As the population rose, the county became more segregated. All the
new low-income housing was erected in towns that already has
well represented minority populations. In the midst of cultural and
economic transformation, towns made use of zoning to prevent the
construction of high-density housing, which typically contain a higher
percentage of minorities, in White neighborhoods. In response to these
practices which became common nationwide, President Obama passed
legislation targeted specifically at Westchester County requiring the
building of affordable housing units in towns that had weak minority
representation, intending to set an example that these exclusionary
zoning practices that essentially were creating de facto segregation
would no longer be tolerated. As a result of the mandates set forth by
the Obama Administration, Westchester enacted a plan to construct a
mere 297 affordable housing units throughout the entire county.
Clearly, this is an insufficient effort. And while a mass rebuilding
of the suburbs in order to create a mixture of housing densities and
-105-

$70,864
$173,674

typologies, as is suggested by New Urbanism, is not possible nor
sustainable and risks creating a new homogeneity of unrelenting
heterogeneity, we can use the current flux status of zoning codes to
position a new intervention which might serve to break down enclaves.
Historically, communities attempted to break down these sociocultural boundaries through integration in schools. However, students
were assigned to schools based on location, thereby segregating
different enclaves based on proximity to the school. Interestingly
however, Ossining actually has a unique precedent for its school
system. In Ossining, each school, rather than housing First through
Fifth Grade, houses one or two grades per building. As a result, the
entire community of children, regardless of economic status or race,
come together in a single location move together from school to school.
This demonstrates the community’s interest in creating a more positive
and focused heterogeneity.

Unfortunately, the two villages have their own school districts. Worse
yet, Briarcliff students actually drive farther away from more diverse
Ossining en route to school. Furthermore, everywhere except for in the
low-income apartment and multi-family residential zone, there are an
abundance of roads crossing the municipal line between villages. Thus,
the existing roadways establish a convoluted path from Briarcliff to a
newly built, large scale attractor - a Stop ‘n Shop supermarket. A new
shortcut has the potential to increase flow to and from this destination.
The selected site, due to its location along this potential shortcut,
has the opportunity to be a location where the two communities can
come together. More importantly, the site straddles the conceptual and
literal seam between villages; one side being low income and ethnic,
the other being mostly White upper-middle class.
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Presently, the site is an unprogrammed linear greenspace which
functions as a microcosm of the conceptual and literal barrier
between Ossining and Briarcliff. But, by programming this space
we can bring the two communities into contact with each other,
creating a membrane that they may stop within or pass through. By
distributing the program throughout this linear site, it is possible to
establish a north- south axis where one experiences the transition of
housing typologies, cultural presence, and economic status between
communities.

urban strip into an ideal organization/codification of adjacencies
in order to generate unique conditions of overlap and proximity. For
instance, a popular program for Briarcliff residents, the gym, can be
placed at the end of the site located deepest into Ossining while the
Community Center, a building more popular with Ossining residents
can be shifted to the portion of the site farthest into Briarcliff, thereby
causing these residents to cross paths en route to their destinations.

Essentially, by creating a glitch in the system, redefining daily
movement patterns and routines of residents of these two communities,
we might effectively introduce these people to one another without
heavy-handedly forcing them to reside in perpetual adjacency. Each of
the typical suburban programs (i.e. supermarket, post office, library,
gym, etc) can be analyzed, fractured, and redistributed into this new

While we cannot force interaction or create spaces which will,
without fail, cause these people to interact with one another, we can
certainly more readily create that opportunity. In the end, this linear
infrastructure serves to link cultures and destabilize insular enclaves,
recollecting a sense of both community and urbanity, promoting the
suburbs as a revitalized and stabilized landscape suitable for shifting
demographics via mediation and careful calibration of these divisions.
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Site Model				
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Test Scheme C			
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LINEAR PATH

DEFINE

WITHIN THIS DIVISION LIES AN UNDER-UTILIZED
PEDESTRIAN GREENWAY ABOVE OLD CROTON AQUEDUCT

TWO WALLS MAKE THE BARRIER CONDITION EXPLICIT

DIVIDE

ACCESS

SITE IS SEGMENTED AT MAJOR OPEN ZONES

WALL OPENS BASED ON CONTEXT TO ALLOW ENTRY
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YOUTH [OSS]
YOUTH [BRI]

ADULT
YOUTH

LIBRARY+COMMUNITY CENTER

POST OFFICE+POOL

YOUTH PROGRAMS ENCOURAGE CHILDREN FROM DIFFERENT
SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO CROSS-PATHS

AT THE CENTER, THERE IS AN EXPLICIT CONTRAST.
THE POOL BEING DENSELY POPULATED BY PEOPLE WHO STAY
THE POST OFFICE, SPORADICALLY FILLED BY PEOPLE WHO LEAVE

ADULT [MIX]

ADULT [BRI]

GYM+SUPERMARKET

PROGRAM

ADULT PROGRAMS ANCHOR THE SITE, DRAWING
LARGE AMOUNTS OF PEOPLE ACROSS ITS LENGTH

PLACEMENT FACILITATES AN ABUNDANCE OF EXCHANGE
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Site Plan, Nodes 1 + 2

Site Plan, Nodes 3 + 4

Site Plan, Nodes 5 + 6

LAUNDROMAT
1730 ft2

GYM
33,600 ft2

PUBLIC POOL
12,525 ft2

BARBER
1020 ft2

Ground Floor Plan + Section, Nodes 1 + 2

RESTAURANT
3000 ft2

BANK
4160 ft2

POST OFFICE
11,055 ft2

DRY CLEANER
1320 ft2

Ground Floor Plan + Section, Nodes 3 + 4

COFFEE
1330 ft2

DRY CLEAN
1320 ft2

WINE
1350 ft2

LIBRARY
9650 ft2

BANK
1730 ft2

RESTAURANT
3000 ft2

LAUNDROMAT
1730 ft2

COMM. CTR.
10970 ft2

DRY CLEANER
1730 ft2

SUPERMARKET
33600 ft2

Ground Floor Plan + Section, Nodes 5 + 6

Transverse Section, Through Gym

Transverse Section, Through Pool

Transverse Section, Through Library

Transverse Section, Through Community Center

Rendering, Aerial from Above Gym

Rendering, Next to Community Center

Rendering, Between Library and Post
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